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Sslic: ContextSslic: ContextSslic: ContextSslic: Context

� In 1991 Eleanitz-English project 4-16 year-old 
students 

� Sslic :  In 2001-2002 ……. ..7 ikastolas
In 2011-2012………46 ikastolas 

…… . 3000 students 
…  …100 teachers



Sslic beginnings

� Based on the Basque Social Science material of 
the ‘Ostadar’ project.

� Maintaining the official curriculum
� For all students.  Mixed-ability approach.
� Integrating cognitive-linguistic support:

• Adapted activities
• The back-up of the English subject

� Compulsory teacher training.



Social Sciences 

Objective
� To help students to become critical-

thinking citizens who will play a 
responsible role in society. 

(Development of social competence)

We have to know our society, understand it, look for 
the causes of its events, work on critical treatment of 
its information, and be able to communicate our 
interpretations to others. 



Social Sciences 

Language needs 

� General language skills: 
• Text reading, collect information, synthesize, listen 

carefully, oral and written communication…

� Social Sciences text types: 
• Information texts: description, narration, cause-

consequence explanation…
• Argumentative texts: Justification – in order to 

interpret people’s motives, arguments to prove the 
interpretation of an event.. 







Activity types

1. To develop reading strategies
2. To enrich communication between students. 
3. To guide students’ written production:

� Short written texts
� Long written texts

4. To engage higher cognitive skills. 



1.To facilitate reading strategies

Look at the pictures and accompanying texts between Activities 20 & 21. Read 
the sentences below and find single words (or phrases) from the text that 
mean the same thing.

For example: 
This word means that something is not very advanced or sophisticated.  

(‘primitive’)primitive’)primitive’)primitive’)

a) This word is related to the idea of eating and surviving.  It means 
everything that keeps you alive.

b) This word describes the act of domesticating animals and using them for 
the purposes of food and clothes.

c) This word describes the act of catching animals, probably in order to kill 
and eat them. 

d) This word describes the act of looking for and finding food.
e) These are the implements with which a farmer transforms the land for 

agricultural purposes.

Activity 20Activity 20Activity 20Activity 20----21 (pages 2921 (pages 2921 (pages 2921 (pages 29----32)32)32)32) Rich and poor ‘Agriculture’Rich and poor ‘Agriculture’Rich and poor ‘Agriculture’Rich and poor ‘Agriculture’

Sslic 1 unit 1



2. To enrich communication

“Talking about something which one is learning is 
important, because it is when we express a new 
concept linguistically that we gradually develop it . 
The concept may be partly developed in our minds, 
but until we start to communicate it linguistically , we 
don’t know how clearly – or unclearly – it is formed. ”

(John Clegg; “Language across the curriculum. The British  example: "The 
National Literacy Strategy". 2002ko Jardunaldi Pedagogikoak)



Activities to enrich communication (1)

Sslic 2 unit 1



Activities to enrich communication (2)

a)     Doing the dozen

b) In pairs try to complete these crosswords



3. To guide students writings

“Writing is good for the later stages of 
polishing and refining the concept. Writing 
allows us to hold incomplete concepts, so 
that we can operate on them through 
modifications in written language, and push 
the refinement process... So writing is per 
excellence a thinking process.” 

(John Clegg..)



Short written texts(1)

Use the bulletUse the bulletUse the bulletUse the bullet----points above to write a short composition about the effects of demographic growth in industrial points above to write a short composition about the effects of demographic growth in industrial points above to write a short composition about the effects of demographic growth in industrial points above to write a short composition about the effects of demographic growth in industrial 
Europe. Choose the six causes you consider most significant, and expand them Europe. Choose the six causes you consider most significant, and expand them Europe. Choose the six causes you consider most significant, and expand them Europe. Choose the six causes you consider most significant, and expand them –––– but using some ‘causebut using some ‘causebut using some ‘causebut using some ‘cause----effect’ effect’ effect’ effect’ 
language such as:language such as:language such as:language such as:

led to led to led to led to caused an increase in caused an increase in caused an increase in caused an increase in 

created newcreated newcreated newcreated new caused great changes in caused great changes in caused great changes in caused great changes in 

resulted in resulted in resulted in resulted in caused the appearance of caused the appearance of caused the appearance of caused the appearance of 

Sslic 2 unit 2



Short written texts (2 )

Now go to Activity 47 in the textbook (p 58) about Almusafes.  The 
car manufacturers, Ford, have a plant there.  They make Ford ‘Fiestas’ 
and the ‘Focus’, for example. 
Look at the 8 factors mentioned, and try to write a justification for the 
presence of six of them.   Work in pairs, and if you find it difficult, try to 
do as many as you can, then consult with other pairs.

For example: (Nº 1 – ‘the Mediterranean motorway, used by….’)
“The motorway links the area to France (and therefore Northern 
Europe), and to other parts of Spain.  So the cars can be delivered 
easily, and the raw materials can be brought from other regions.”

Nº 2:…………

Activity 44-47  (pages 56-58) Locating industry

Sslic 1 unit 1



Long written texts (1 )

ENDING THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS (act. 72) 

Write an imaginary biography of a person born in Laudio in 1835 and who 
died in Barakaldo in 1876, (using the different political systems that took 
place between those years). 

Before start writing
1. In groups/pairs find information about that period (locate places, find date, events…)
2. Think about different protagonists (social class/ women-men..)
3. Individually write an outline using the guide-line
4. In pairs check the outline (using the table) and correct if necessary
5. Write the biography individually

Guideline for the biography
� Protagonist’s data: birth and death, social class, works, family, living places....
� Important events of that period (change of political systems, wars, industrialisation, 

social changes...)
� Influence of the political and economic events in his/her life

Sslic 2 unit 2



Long written texts (2 )

Sslic 1 unit 1



4. Thinking activities (1)

Sslic 1 unit 1



Thinking activites (2)



Sslic 2 unit 1



Consequences

� Evaluation of the project

� Effects on the Basque Social Science 
materials and methodology



Evaluation of the project
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Consequences

� The evaluation shows :

� To learn the subject in English does not damage the 
subject attainment levels (or Basque language levels) 
and it improves their English level. 

� In 2009/2010 we repeated the evaluation with equally 
good results



� It’s possible to be done by ALL the students.
� Integrate content & language
� Ensures students understand the content
� Reduce teacher-talk & increase the focus on 

skills 
� The material must be carefully designed. 
� Compulsory teacher-training.



Consequences: Social Science in Basque
Start transferring the positive effects to Basque 
materials

� Metodologi aldaketa adibideak 1

Gizarte-Zientziak Ostadar Dbh 4 2.UD ( 21.jarduera)



hbeobide@ehi.ikastola.net

www.eleanitz.org





Social Sciences

Characteristics

� Our society is a dynamic social phenomenon 
that develops throughout the centuries, a 
process which encourages different 
interpretations to evolve. 

� We have to know our society, understand it, look 
for the causes of its events, work on critical 
treatment of its information, and be able to 
communicate our interpretations to others. 


